1. [LIFE: THEN AND NOW HALL]
   Take a photo that shows you are running away from the *T. rex*.

2. [EXPANDING UNIVERSE HALL]
   Take a photo that shows you floating in space like our NASA space suit.

3. [BIRDS HALL]
   Take a photo of you flying like a bird. What bird would you want to be?

4. [DYNAMIC EARTH HALL]
   Take a photo mid-earthquake! Which kind of earthquake did you survive?

5. [GEMS AND MINERALS HALL]
   Take a photo with your favorite mineral. Remember the name.

6. [ENERGY HALL]
   Take a photo with an oil well drill bit.

7. [DISCOVERING LIFE HALL]
   Take a selfie with your favorite animal in one of the ecoregions of Texas.

8. [BEING HUMAN PHOTO]
   Take a photo with a real human brain.

9. [ENGINEERING HALL]
   Take a photo of an engineering challenge you completed – maybe an earthquake structure or a successful coding of the robot maze.

10. [SPORTS HALL]
    Take a photo of your race results against dinosaur, animal, or professional athlete.